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Abstract: The impact of a rapidly changing climate on the biosphere is an urgent area of research
for mitigation policy and management. Plant phenology is a sensitive indicator of climate change
and regulates the seasonality of carbon, water, and energy fluxes between the land surface and
the climate system, making it an important tool for studying biosphere–atmosphere interactions.
To monitor plant phenology at regional and continental scales, automated near-surface cameras
are being increasingly used to supplement phenology data derived from satellite imagery and data
from ground-based human observers. We used imagery from a network of phenology cameras in
a citizen science project called Season Spotter to investigate whether information could be derived
from these images beyond standard, color-based vegetation indices. We found that engaging citizen
science volunteers resulted in useful science knowledge in three ways: first, volunteers were able
to detect some, but not all, reproductive phenology events, connecting landscape-level measures
with field-based measures. Second, volunteers successfully demarcated individual trees in landscape
imagery, facilitating scaling of vegetation indices from organism to ecosystem. And third, volunteers’
data were used to validate phenology transition dates calculated from vegetation indices and to
identify potential improvements to existing algorithms to enable better biological interpretation.
As a result, the use of citizen science in combination with near-surface remote sensing of phenology
can be used to link ground-based phenology observations to satellite sensor data for scaling and
validation. Well-designed citizen science projects targeting improved data processing and validation
of remote sensing imagery hold promise for providing the data needed to address grand challenges
in environmental science and Earth observation.
Keywords: citizen science; crowdsourcing; phenology; PhenoCam; landscape ecology; spatial scaling;
vegetation indices

1. Introduction
Plant phenology, the timing of life history events such as leaf-out, flowering, seed-development,
and senescence, is highly sensitive to weather, and is thus a key indicator of the impacts of climate
change on Earth’s biota [1]. Warming spring temperatures over the past half century have caused
plant species across the temperate zone to leaf out earlier [2,3]. Likewise, delayed autumn chilling has
widely delayed leaf senescence [2–4], though the timing of spring phenology modifies this effect [5].
Currently, plant phenology is studied on the ground at the scale of the individual [6] or at
broader scales using vegetation indices derived from satellite imagery [7] or near-surface automatic
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digital cameras [8]. Vegetation indices are typically used to track continuous photosynthetic activity
of vegetation, whereas ground-based field measurements are often needed to determine discrete
phenological events, including reproductive phenology [9,10]. Estimates of the effects of climate
change on plant phenology using data at different scales vary [11], and so there is need to integrate
phenology measures at different scales.
Midscale phenology cameras can provide a link between these different scales of observation by
extracting information beyond vegetation indices from the camera imagery [10]. Because the spatial
scale of these near-surface images is much finer than that of satellite imagery, details such as the
presence or color of flowers, the foliation and color of individual tree canopies, and the occurrence of
precipitation events (including rain, fog and snow) can be seen directly in camera images. Documenting
the phenological state of individuals is typical of on-the-ground phenology data gathering efforts.
However, phenology cameras have rarely been used to produce information beyond landscape-scale
leaf canopy state (but see [12]).
Extracting these sorts of details—rather than general patterns of “vegetation greenness”—from
phenology camera images requires sophisticated image analysis that has not yet been automated,
and the sheer volume of imagery makes manual image analysis prohibitive for networks of more
than a handful of cameras. Citizen science provides a solution for analyzing large image data sets to
extract information that cannot yet be easily extracted by computational means [13]. Citizen scientist
volunteers have successfully classified galaxy types from astronomical telescope images [14], found
interstellar dust particles in electron microscope images [15], and identified animal species in camera
trap images [16].
We created the citizen science project Season Spotter (seasonspotter.org) to analyze images from
phenology cameras. Season Spotter uses images from the PhenoCam network, the largest near-surface
phenology camera network in the world. It consists of 300 elevated cameras located primarily in
North America and spans a wide range of ecosystem types (Figure 1) [8,17]. Automated processing of
PhenoCam images produces a vegetation index (GCC , “green chromatic coordinate”) that indicates
the relative amount of green in a predefined region of interest in each image [18]. This GCC index can
then be used to infer the seasonal progression of leaf emergence and expansion, leaf color change, and
senescence in the same manner as satellite-sensor-derived vegetation indices like NDVI and EVI [19].
GCC has also been shown to mirror the dynamics of carbon dioxide fluxes as measured by co-located
eddy covariance instrumentation [20].
Season Spotter presented PhenoCam images from across a wide range of ecosystem types to
volunteers using an online interface and asked the volunteers questions about these images. We
algorithmically combined the volunteers’ answers into usable classifications. Season Spotter asked
volunteers to: identify the reproductive and vegetative states of deciduous trees, evergreen trees,
shrubs, grasses, forbs, and crops; identify poor quality images and those containing snow; outline
individual trees at forested sites; and make phenological comparisons between two images taken at
the same site.
Our goals for leveraging human visual perception using Season Spotter were threefold. First,
we wanted to discern whether reproductive phenology (e.g., flowers, fruits, seeds) could be detected
from these images to provide a complementary data product connecting landscape-level phenology
measurements with field-based measures. Second, we wanted to see if individual trees could be
identified and their vegetation indices calculated to facilitate scaling from local to regional scales. And
third, we wanted to use citizen scientists’ assessments of spring and autumn start and end dates to
evaluate dates calculated automatically from vegetation indices.
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Figure 1. Examples of landscape images as seen by phenology cameras in the PhenoCam network.
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Table 1. PhenoCam sites used in Season Spotter and subsequently analyzed.
Map

Site Name

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
J
K
L
M
L
N
O
P
Q
R
S

alligatorriver
arbutuslake
arizonagrass
asa
bartlettir
bostoncommon
canadaOA
caryinstitute
downerwoods
harvard
harvardhemlock
howland1
ibp
imcrkridge1
jerbajada
mountranier
sedgwick
snipelake
turkeypointdbf
uiefmaize
underhill

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

X
X
g
s, b
b
b
b
b
n
g, s
g
s
n
g, s
g
b
c
g, b

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2011–2013
2008–2014
2012–2014
2013–2014
2008–2014

X

X

2012–2014

X

2009–2012

Latitude

Longitude

Location

35.79
43.98
31.59
57.16
44.06
42.36
53.63
41.78
43.08
42.54
42.54
45.20
32.59
68.61
32.58
46.78
34.70
60.61
42.64
40.06
44.53

−75.90
−74.23
−110.51
14.78
−71.29
−71.06
−106.20
−73.73
−87.88
−72.17
−72.18
−68.74
−106.85
−149.30
−106.63
−121.73
−120.05
−154.32
−80.56
−88.20
−72.87

Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge, NC, USA
Arbutus Lake, Huntington Forest, NY, USA
Sierra Vista, AZ, USA
Asa, Sweden
Bartlett Forest, NH, USA
Boston Common, Boston, MA, USA
Prince Albert National Park, SK, Canada
Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies, Millbrook, NY, USA
Downer Woods Natural Area, WI, USA
Harvard Forest, Petersham, MA, USA
Harvard Forest, Petersham, MA, USA
Howland, ME, USA
Jornada Experimental Range, NM, USA
Imnavait Creek, AK, USA
Jornada Experimental Range, NM, USA
Paradise, Mount Rainier National Park, WA, USA
Sedgwick Ranch Reserve, CA, USA
Snipe Lake, Lake Clark National Park and Preserve, AK, USA
Turkey Point Carbon Cycle Research Project, ON, Canada
University of Illinois Energy Farm, IL, USA
Underhill Air Quality Center, VT, USA

Group 1: feature extraction; c = crops, g = grass, s = shrubs, b = broadleaf trees, n = needle-leaf trees. Group 2: identification of individual trees; note that images from 106 sites were
loaded into Season Spotter; the sites listed are those that were analyzed because they had a large number of classifications by May 2016. Group 3: validation of spring and autumn
transition dates; years used at each site are shown.

We randomly selected these additional sites from a list of all PhenoCams that we judged to produce
good-quality seasonal patterns in image greenness (GCC) [18], stratifying by ecosystem type (Table 1).
For each site, we chose one image per day from the date of camera establishment until 31 December
2014. This time period corresponds with vetted GCC values. The image chosen each day was the image
closestSens.
to noon
Remote
2016, 8,local
726 standard time (“midday image”) to reduce inter-day variability due to lighting
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Image pairings were taken for all days in the spring and autumn from camera establishment
through 2014, for a total of 9513 spring pairs and 9730 autumn pairs across the seven deciduous forest
PhenoCams used in the first group. (Spring images from the asa site in 2013 were not available due to
camera malfunction.) We calculated spring and autumn dates as the average start and end of spring
and autumn at each site based on our visual assessment of GCC time series, with two weeks prepended
to start dates and appended to end dates to ensure the full range of spring and autumn were captured
each year. Each pair of images was presented to volunteers in two configurations: one in which the
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chronologically first image was on the left and one in which the first image was on the right. This was
done to control for possible perception bias in selecting either right images or left images more often
than by chance. Each image pair in each configuration was classified independently by five volunteers,
for a total of ten classifications per pair.
2.3. Analyses
2.3.1. Classification Accuracy of Image Quality, Vegetation State, and Reproductive Phenophases
For images in Group 1, we aggregated the classifications for each image using majority vote. The
result was that each image then had a consensus classification consisting of a set of labels describing
that image and the fraction of classifications supporting that label. For example, if three of five
classifications for an image indicated “flowers,” the consensus classification would be “flowers” and
its fraction support would be 0.6.
We created a gold standard validation data set to gauge volunteer accuracy by visually classifying
a subset of the total set of images. For each workflow in Group 1, 100 images were randomly
selected, stratified by consensus classifications. We also classified 100 randomly selected images whose
consensus classification was “bad image” or “snow.” Additionally, we visually inspected images
before and after each presumed phenophase transition based on the consensus classifications to assess
higher-level inference from the volunteer classifications. Phenophase transitions included sites going
from not having flowers to having flowers, not having cones to having cones, and crops transitioning
from one vegetative or reproductive state to another.
2.3.2. Identification of Individual Trees
For forest images in which we asked volunteers to outline individual trees (Group 2), we combined
classifications across images for the same camera with a steady field of view. Each classification
consisted of one or more polygons drawn on the image. We ignored “polygons” that consisted of
fewer than three points and those whose lines crossed one another. We also ignored large polygons
covering 30% or more of the image area.
We determined the locations of trees by clustering polygons across classifications, using the
centroid of each polygon as its point location and the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm from the python package sklearn cluster [25]. DBSCAN works by
taking a distance metric and a minimum samples metric and forming a cluster if there are least minimum
samples points within distance from one another. Additional points are added to this cluster if they
are at most distance far away from any cluster point. Any points that are farther away from all cluster
points than distance are considered outliers that do not belong to any cluster. For each of our sites,
we set distance as proportional to the square root of the average area of all polygons being clustered.
This ensured that bigger trees were properly grouped as single trees and that multiple smaller trees
were not combined into a single cluster. For each site we set minimum samples as proportional to the
square root of the number of total polygons being aggregated. This ensured that a reasonable fraction
of volunteers had outlined a given tree, but that the threshold number of classifications for a particular
tree was not too high for sites that had fewer overall classifications. See Supplementary Table S1 for a
table of parameters used.
Once clusters were determined, we calculated the outline of the aggregated shape by taking the
union of the n smallest polygons, where n is the maximum of 3% and 10% of comprising polygons. Our
aggregated shapes are biased small purposely so that in using them to calculate GCC for a particular
tree we do not include pixels from outside the target tree. Finally, we calculated the consensus label
for each aggregated shape (broadleaf or needle leaf) by taking the majority vote of the labels for all
polygons that had contributed to the aggregated shape. Each shape was then used as an image mask
to calculate the GCC time series for individual trees. We used the standard formula, GCC = R+G
G+B ,
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where R, G, and B refer to red, green, and blue pixel values respectively, to calculate the greenness of
each tree on each day; see [18] for implementation details.
2.3.3. Determination of Spring and Autumn Phenophase Transition Dates
For spring and autumn paired images (Group 3), we transformed the raw classifications by
assigning a category to each classification. Classifications in which one or both of the images were
described as poor were categorized as “bad image.” For spring images, classifications in which
volunteers chose the image from a later date as the one having more or bigger green leaves, we
categorized as “change detectable.” And classifications in which volunteers described the images
as being the same or chose the image from a former date as the one having more or bigger green
leaves, we categorized as “no change detectable.” For autumn images, we considered two types of
phenophase transitions separately. Classifications in which volunteers chose images from an earlier
date as having more leaves were categorized as “change detectable” for leaf fall, and those in which
the earlier date was classified as having a greater proportion of green leaves were categorized as
“change detectable” for color change. In both cases, when volunteers described image pairs as being
the same or indicated the later date as having more leaves or a greater proportion of green leaves, the
classifications were categorized as “no change detectable.” We then performed the following analyses
separately for spring, autumn leaf fall, autumn color change, and for each set of images in which image
pairs were one, three, or seven days apart.
For each date, we tallied up the number of classifications in each category across all image pairs
that contained that date. For image sets that consisted of image pairs one day apart, each date consisted
of classifications from exactly one image pair. But for image sets that consisted of image pairs three or
seven days apart, most dates consisted of classifications across multiple image pairs. This “smoothing”
of the classification data helped compensate for dates that had poor visibility (leading to “bad image”
classifications), those that had unusual classifications compared to surrounding dates, and those that
had missing images.
We then fit two step functions through each spring at each site, separately for image pairs one,
three, and seven days apart. We first discarded all classifications from dates in which a majority of
classifications resulted in “bad image”. We then assigned the value zero to each classification in the
“no change detectable” category and the value one to each classification in the “change detectable”
category. Our first step function began with the zero value, indicating that phenological change is not
perceivable (e.g., when leaves are not on trees), and moved to one at the date of phenophase transition
(e.g., leaf-out). The second step function began at one and then reverted to zero at the next phenophase
transition (e.g., when leaves are at their fullest and change is no longer perceivable). The transition
date of the second step function was required to be on or after that of the first step function. The linked
step functions were fit with ordinary least squares to achieve a maximal fit. The result of the step
functions was a pair of dates: the first day the step function has the value one (start of spring, start of
leaf fall, start of leaf color change) and the last day the step function has the value one (end of spring,
end of leaf fall, end of leaf color change).
We then evaluated the goodness of fit (GF) of the linked step functions using a determination
coefficient calculated in a similar way to the R2 of linear regression. Specifically, we used the horizontal
line x = 0 as our baseline and calculated the total sum of squares as the sum of the square of the
distance of each y value (0 or 1) from this horizontal line. GF was then simply 1 − (residual sum of
squares/total sum of squares). GF ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating that the step function fits no
better than the horizontal line at 0 and 1 indicating a perfect fit to data.
To estimate model uncertainty, we performed a bootstrap analysis with 100 replicates. For every
image pair, we re-drew classifications from the pool of all classifications for that image pair, with
replacement. We then performed the transformations, smoothing, and linked-step function fitting as
described above for each replicate. We report the 95% confidence interval for all phenology transition
dates from these replicates.
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2.3.4. Determination of Autumn Peak Color
The autumn “peak color” date was calculated in a similar manner as autumn and spring transition
dates. Image pairs in which the later image was considered to have better autumn colors were assigned
the value 1, and image pairs in which the earlier image was considered to have better autumn colors
were assigned the value 0. Image pairs in which the images were considered the same were ignored.
We smoothed the classifications as described above and then fit a single step function by minimizing
least squares, as above. We calculated the GF measure and ran a bootstrap analysis to assess uncertainty.
2.3.5. Comparison of Season Spotter Spring and Autumn Transition Dates with Those Derived from
Automated GCC Measures
We compared “start of spring” and “end of spring” dates with those derived directly from GCC
measures. First, we fit a spline to the GCC values at a given site in a given year using local regression
(R function loess; [26]). The degree of smoothing was chosen based on the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) to create the best fit to the GCC data without overfitting. We then took the date where
the spline reaches the 10% and 90% of total spline amplitude as the “start of spring” and “end of spring”
dates. These percentages worked consistently well across all PhenoCam sites by avoiding noise at the
start- and end-of-spring dates that led to large uncertainties [19]. We calculated the average difference
between the dates derived from Season Spotter and those derived from GCC for each site-year.
To better estimate start-of-spring from GCC data, we then compared the Season Spotter
start-of-spring dates to estimates that use from 5% to 25% of GCC amplitude to see if a different
percentage would yield better agreement.
We compared start-of-color-change and end-of-color-change dates with those derived from GCC
measures. We used the same spline function and 10% and 90% amplitudes for autumn. We calculated
the average difference between Season Spotter date estimates and those derived from GCC values, as
with spring.
2.3.6. Analysis of Left-Right Bias in Classification of Image Pairs
Because the order in which paired images are shown to volunteers might affect their classifications,
we showed each pair of spring and autumn images in both orientations (i.e., earlier day first and earlier
day second). To detect any existing left–right bias, we removed all date pairs that were classified as
“bad image” or “images are the same” by all volunteers. We then conducted a paired t-test on the
number of classifications received for the earlier date of the pair depending on whether that image
was on the left or the right. We also conducted a paired t-test on the number of classifications received
for the later date of the pair. (Because “the images are the same” was an option, these two t-tests are
independent.) We conducted these paired t-tests separately for spring, autumn color change, autumn
leaf fall, and autumn peak color.
3. Results
By 12 May 2016, ~6000 registered volunteers and an additional ~12,000 unregistered volunteers
contributed ~150,000 classifications to Season Spotter across all workflows. We use classifications up
through this date in our analyses, though volunteers continued to classify images on Season Spotter.
On average, Season Spotter received 833 ± 2381 (mean ± 1 SD) classifications per day, with a peak of
32,059 classifications in a single day during a volunteer recruitment campaign [22].
3.1. Reproductive and Vegetative Phenophases, Snow, and Image Quality
Season Spotter volunteers were able to identify peak flowering times (95% accuracy when
compared with the gold standard validation dataset) and cone production (92% accuracy) across
sites as well as crop states for corn and soybean (98% accuracy) (Figures 6–8; Supplementary Figure S2).
Our detailed inspection of individual images at a higher resolution than that presented to volunteers
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indicated that Season Spotter estimates of initial vegetative growth, flowering, and cone production
often trailed actual dates by up to several days. Reliable identification of the presence of grass
seedheads was not generally successful; consensus classifications of grass seedheads were often
scattered throughout the year in sites known to have seasonal seeding such that inference of actual
seeding events was not possible. Combined volunteer classifications accurately indicated whether
snow was present and whether an image was of too poor quality to be used for further classification
(98% accuracy) (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4).
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Figure 6. Midday images from the asa site in 2012; shown are (a) the full landscape view; and (b–d) a
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Figure 8. Midday images from the uiefmaize site in 2009; shown are (a) the full landscape view before
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3.2. Identification of Individual Trees
3.2. Identification of Individual Trees
Volunteers were able to consistently draw outlines around individual trees of different sizes and
Volunteers were able to consistently draw outlines around individual trees of different sizes and
shapes. Although we did not specify which trees to outline and we told volunteers that they need not
shapes. Although we did not specify which trees to outline and we told volunteers that they need not
outline more than three trees per image, we found that volunteers outlined a range of different types
outline more than three trees per image, we found that volunteers outlined a range of different types
of trees at different distances from the camera. The result of combining volunteer classifications was
of trees at different distances from the camera. The result of combining volunteer classifications was
multiple outlines per camera view, capturing a diversity of tree types in each view. Clustering of tree
multiple outlines per camera view, capturing a diversity of tree types in each view. Clustering of tree
outlines resulted in combined shapes that visually reflect individual trees, while ignoring spurious
outlines resulted in combined shapes that visually reflect individual trees, while ignoring spurious
shapes drawn by a few volunteers (Figure 9a–c). These shapes usually have the correct tree type
shapes drawn by a few volunteers (Figure 9a–c). These shapes usually have the correct tree type
identification (broadleaf or needle-leaf). Calculating GCC curves for these individual trees results in
identification (broadleaf or needle-leaf). Calculating GCC curves for these individual trees results in
curves typical for broadleaf and needle-leaf trees [17] with variation seen among trees of the same
curves typical for broadleaf and needle-leaf trees [17] with variation seen among trees of the same
type, as well as within species (Figure 9d).
type, as well as within species (Figure 9d).
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Figure 10. Estimates of start and end of spring from Season Spotter based on image pairs one (light

Figure 10. Estimates of start and end of spring from Season Spotter based on image pairs one (light
blue), three (medium blue), and seven (dark blue) days apart, as well as estimates derived from GCC
blue), three (medium blue), and seven (dark blue) days apart, as well as estimates derived from GCC
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Figure 11. Comparison between phenophase transition dates derived from GCC values and those
calculated from Season Spotter for (a) start of spring; (b) end of spring; (c) start of autumn; (d) end of
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When we recalculated start-of-spring dates for GCC using different amplitude thresholds, we
When we recalculated start-of-spring dates for GCC using different amplitude thresholds,
found that the best match to the Season Spotter estimate was at 15% amplitude (mean absolute
we found that the best match to the Season Spotter estimate was at 15% amplitude (mean
difference 4.31 days). Amplitudes between 10% and 20% provided reasonable estimates
absolute difference 4.31 days). Amplitudes between 10% and 20% provided reasonable estimates
(Supplementary Figure S7), while amplitudes below 10% greatly increased the estimated uncertainty.
(Supplementary Figure S7), while amplitudes below 10% greatly increased the estimated uncertainty.
As with spring, using image pairs seven days apart resulted in better estimates of autumn color
As with spring, using image pairs seven days apart resulted in better estimates of autumn
change, leaf drop, and peak autumn color with smaller uncertainties than image pairs three days
color change, leaf drop, and peak autumn color with smaller uncertainties than image pairs three
apart. Likewise, image pairs one day apart resulted in poor estimates. Start-of-color-change estimates
days apart. Likewise, image pairs one day apart resulted in poor estimates. Start-of-color-change
using image pairs seven days apart indicated much later start-of-autumn dates, a narrower range and
estimates using image pairs seven days apart indicated much later start-of-autumn dates, a narrower
narrower uncertainties than the GCC-derived measures at 90% amplitude (mean absolute error: 52.1
range and narrower uncertainties than the GCC -derived measures at 90% amplitude (mean absolute
days; RMSD: 60.4; bias 51.7 days; Figure 11c). End-of-color-change estimates tended to be later than
error: 52.1 days; RMSD: 60.4; bias 51.7 days; Figure 11c). End-of-color-change estimates tended to be
GCC-derived measures at 10% amplitude (bias: 1.35 days) by a mean absolute difference of 9.50 days
later than GCC -derived measures at 10% amplitude (bias: 1.35 days) by a mean absolute difference
(RMSD: 14.1). Season Spotter estimates for one site, asa, were substantially earlier than GCC-derived
of 9.50 days (RMSD: 14.1). Season Spotter estimates for one site, asa, were substantially earlier than
estimates (Figure 11d).
GCC -derived estimates (Figure 11d).
Peak leaf color estimates using image pairs seven days apart corresponded closely to the
Peak leaf color estimates using image pairs seven days apart corresponded closely to the maximum
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Season Spotter and provide guidance for the design and implementation of future image-based online
citizen science projects.
4.1. Applications for Season Spotter Data
4.1.1. Direct Use for Biological Research
Data on plant phenology from Season Spotter and other future similar citizen science projects
complement that of remote sensing vegetation indices and ground phenology observation efforts
like those of the USA National Phenology Network [27] and Project Budburst [28]. They can be used
directly to research the effects and drivers of climate change on plant vegetation and reproductive
state. It is clear, for example, that a warming climate is affecting the leaf-out and leaf senescence of
species at different rates [2,3]. The granularity of Season Spotter data allows for tracking individual
species at high temporal resolution. In combination with other phenology data, Season Spotter data
can also be used to examine potential phenology mismatch between plants and animals as a result
of environmental change at high temporal resolution. And they can be used by land managers for
monitoring and management purposes.
4.1.2. Connecting Between Ground Phenology Data and Satellite Sensed Phenology Data
PhenoCam imagery offers the potential to conduct analyses across a range of spatial scales. It is
possible to calculate vegetation indices as well as track the phenology of individual trees and the canopy
as a whole. This provides a unique opportunity to connect the biology of individuals to landscape-level
measures of phenology. Using outlines drawn by volunteers in Season Spotter, we were able to produce
phenology time series for individual trees (Figure 9). These seasonal trajectories show the expected
general shape for broadleaf trees (sharp increase in spring, followed by gradual summer decline,
and ending in sharp decrease in autumn) and needle-leaf trees (gradual increase at the beginning of
the growing season and gradual decrease at the end of it). However, individual trajectories vary in
their exact shape and peak amplitude (Figure 9d). This suggests that decomposing landscapes into
individual trees can help bridge scales of observation from the individual to the landscape, providing
insight into sub-pixel heterogeneity that is an inevitable consequence of coarse-resolution satellite
remote sensing. For example, we can discern to what extent the start of spring, as derived from
vegetation indices, is driven by early leafing species. We can better understand how two distinctly
different processes of senescence—leaf color change and leaf fall—combine to produce remotely
sensed vegetation indices in autumn [29]. And we can quantify how the phenological variation among
individuals is perceived by satellite sensors that combine the phenology of hundreds or thousands of
individuals into a single multi-meter pixel [30].
4.1.3. Validating Vegetation Indices
Data from Season Spotter and similar projects can also be used to validate satellite remote sensing
data. While ground-based measures of phenology can provide a spatially extensive sampling of
species for comparison with satellite sensor data (e.g., [31]), PhenoCam images and Season Spotter
data provide high temporal resolution for such comparisons. Our analyses of spring and autumn
phenological transition dates of deciduous forests shows that citizen science in combination with
phenology cameras can help connect biological-based observations with inferences made about
phenology from vegetation indices.
In Season Spotter, volunteers could tell when leaves appear on the trees, when tree canopies
are fully developed, when leaves begin to change color, when they begin to fall, and when leaf fall
was complete. The transition date showing the most variation between Season Spotter estimates and
GCC -derived estimates was the beginning of autumn color change. The Season Spotter estimates were
more biologically reasonable, given their tighter range (mid-August to end of September vs. mid-June
to early September) and the large uncertainties in the GCC -derived estimates. Visual inspection of
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GCC curves indicated that Season Spotter estimates occur near inflection points where GCC values
start decreasing rapidly (Supplementary Figure S6). Additionally, Season Spotter estimates for the
harvard site were within a few days of the long-term mean date of autumn color change based on
ground-based measures [32]. One challenge in using the 90% amplitude of GCC is that summertime
GCC values slowly decrease, before decreasing more rapidly in autumn. Depending on the amplitude
of the summer decrease, the 90% amplitude metric may occur during mid-summer instead of at the
end of it. A more sophisticated GCC algorithm that takes into account the curvature and/or slope of the
GCC curve may be better at estimating the actual start-of-color-change. Thus, data from Season Spotter
can provide important biological insight that will help to improve phenophase detection algorithms
currently being used and ensure that the derived transition dates correspond directly to biologically
relevant changes occurring on the ground.
Season Spotter data may be particularly helpful in validating the biological interpretation of
autumn from remote sensing. The calculated end-of-leaf-color-change date was typically associated
with the autumn nadir of the GCC time series for each site-year. At some sites, such as harvard, this
GCC minimum is followed by a slight rise to a winter baseline. Biologically, the GCC minimum
corresponds with peak red leaf color, and then GCC rises as leaves are shed and the scene becomes less
red (Supplementary Figure S6). The calculated end-of-leaf-fall dates for these sites typically coincide
with the return to the winter baseline. For sites dominated by trees that turn red in the autumn, the
date of peak autumn color corresponded well with the maximum value of RCC , the red analogy to
GCC [18]. These correlations suggest that vegetation indices can be used to infer specific biological
events such as end of leaf color change, end of leaf fall, and peak autumn color rather than simple
start-, mid-, and end-of-autumn transition dates. However, the exact interpretation will depend on the
dominant species at each site and the color of those species’ leaves in autumn. For example, an index
based on “yellowness” would work better than RCC at sites like asa.
The agreement between Season Spotter estimates and those derived from GCC for most, but
not all, transition dates indicates that estimates derived from phenology camera imagery and citizen
science can play an important role in evaluating remote sensing algorithms and suggesting refinements.
Using Season Spotter estimates as ground-truthing values for GCC estimates suggests that transition
dates derived from spline-fitting of vegetation indices can be reasonably interpreted to indicate the
start and end of spring green-up and end of leaf color change in autumn for temperate deciduous
forests. Because transition dates from GCC also correlate with NDVI and EVI derived from MODIS
and Landsat imagery [19,33,34], citizen science data based on phenology camera imagery may be used
to provide a biological basis for interpretation of satellite vegetation indices, too.
4.1.4. Improving Automated Processing of Remote Sensing Data
In addition to validating existing vegetation index algorithms, data from Season Spotter and
similar projects can be used to refine automated data-management pipelines. For example, removal of
images judged by volunteers as poor quality or snowy removes noise and bias from GCC time series.
Similarly, sites that have extensive flowering events sometimes show abnormal deviations in their GCC
time series; these events can be noted by citizen scientists to allow for investigation and correction.
Volunteer classifications for data-processing citizen science projects like Season Spotter can also
be used for the construction of automated data flows to allow for scaling to large networks of remote
sensors. While it is currently necessary to involve human volunteers in the detection of flowers in
PhenoCam images, for example, computers can be trained to do the same task. Machine-learning
algorithms provide a means for automating processing of complex images, but they typically depend
on large annotated datasets to learn automated classification tasks [35]. The datasets that volunteers
create in such projects as Season Spotter can then be used to train such algorithms to enable
automated classification.
These large annotated image sets might also be used in computer vision research to better enable
computers to recognize environmental landscapes and features. Current research on outdoor computer
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vision relies on large compendiums of crowdsourced images. However state-of-the-art deep-learning
algorithms fail to properly classify landscape types and features that are poorly represented in those
images (e.g., tundra). Phenology cameras can provide large quantities of images of diverse and
heterogeneous environments, while citizen scientists can provide the labels needed to train computers
to recognize the Earth environment.
4.2. Recommendations for Citizen Science Data Processing of Remote Sensing Imagery
Building an online citizen science project for data processing of images has never been easier.
Using the Zooniverse Project Builder (www.zooniverse.org/lab), it is possible to prototype a
new project in under an hour [21]. Currently, the Project Builder supports single-answer and
multiple-answer questions and drawing tasks. The next step is creating project content: the full
text and many images necessary for task completion as well as help, tutorial, and educational
materials. Beta testing the project, potentially multiple times, is vital to ensure high quality and
usability of the resulting classifications [36,37]. For example, Mountain Watch, a ground-based
phenology citizen science project, found that initial identifications by volunteers were inconsistent, due
to misidentification of species or inaccurate location descriptions. Consequently, the project altered
its methods to use permanent plots and better-trained personnel [38]. As it is for any citizen science
project, the main ongoing investment is recruiting, retaining, and communicating with volunteers as
well as in good data-management practices [39,40].
Season Spotter was successful in engaging volunteers and producing valuable data by following
some straightforward guidelines [22,41]. We ensured that our questions were short, simply worded,
and lacked jargon. We provided comprehensive supplementary material behind “help” buttons. This
material included example images, additional instructional text, and directions on what to do if an
unusual image was presented. We also provided background and reference materials so that volunteers
understood how they were contributing to science and could explore plant phenology in more depth.
Importantly, we maintained communication with volunteers throughout, from initial testing of the
project throughout its running. This allowed us to incorporate feedback into the project design initially
and alerted us when volunteers were having difficulty with particular question types. Crall et al.
found partnering with organizations that share common goals to reach a broad audience was key for
recruiting volunteers and that ongoing engagement of existing volunteers was important for volunteer
retention [22].
We learned that Season Spotter was not as efficient as it might have been, though. Ideally, citizen
science projects should be set up to maximize volunteer effort and speed data-classification time.
Having multiple volunteers classify every available image decreases random error, but increases the
amount of overall volunteer effort required. For data that are temporally correlated, it may be possible
to exclude sets of images and subsample from the rest. For example, if one were only interested in
extracting reproductive states from vegetation at a site where plants flower only in summer, weeks that
have daily temperatures always below freezing can be excluded before sending images to volunteers.
Another strategy might be to initially present only every fifth image to volunteers when a phenological
state such as flowering typically happens over several days or weeks. Then a second round of
classification could be conducted consisting of only the unused images immediately before and after
those that were positively classified as flowering. For a site in which flowering lasts two weeks out of
the year, this method would require just 25% of the effort needed to inspect every image over the year.
A more advanced approach might use machine-learning algorithms to provide initial classifications
and then ask volunteers to weigh in on images for which the algorithm has low certainty.
Another area for ongoing online citizen science research is in design techniques for sustaining
volunteer interest and engagement [42]. While we actively engaged with volunteers on social media
and in a dedicated chat forum, we found that Season Spotter’s volunteer retention rate was somewhat
lower than those of other Zooniverse projects. We believe that this may have been due to a lack of
variety in images seen by volunteers. In order to develop full datasets per site, we selected a subset of
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PhenoCam sites to use in Season Spotter. This meant that our volunteers saw images from the same
sites repeatedly, potentially leading to boredom, as was suggested by some volunteer comments in
the chat forum. Future projects may want to assess volunteer response to image variety during beta
testing. Exactly how to balance volunteer interest with researcher data needs is a topic in need of
more research.
Citizen science projects analyzing remote sensing imagery will need to take into account the size
of the features to be classified relative to the full image and the viewing device used by volunteers.
In Season Spotter, volunteers were often able to accurately classify flowers and cones in images
(Figures 6–8 and Figure S2), but they were unable to correctly identify images containing small grass
seedheads. Additionally, images containing very few flowers were sometimes misclassified as not
having any flowers. Because PhenoCam images comprise entire landscapes, extraction of information
about small features such as flowers and seeds is likely going to succeed or fail based on the size of the
individual features relative to the size of the whole image and the pixel resolution of the image (as is
the case for all fine-scale remote sensing [43]). For example, volunteers were able to identify cones in
a hemlock forest. However, the most easily seen cones were quite close to the camera and therefore
reasonably large relative to image size (Supplementary Figure S2). A similar view that contained only
trees farther away would have been more difficult for volunteers, and it is likely that the rate of cone
detection would have dropped. By contrast, the reproductive phenology of monocultures like crops
may be obvious to volunteers, even if individual flowers or seeds are relatively small; volunteers were
readily able to differentiate vegetative and reproductive stages of corn and soybean (Figure 8).
On average, volunteers viewed images at 40% their original resolution, due to device and browser
limitations. Several volunteers noted in the Season Spotter discussion forum that the size of the images
made it difficult to see small features like flowers and cones, and they requested a zoom tool that
would magnify images on-screen so that they could more carefully inspect images. Such a tool must
be considered carefully, because it presents the dilemma that all volunteers may not see the same
things when viewing the same image, potentially biasing the resulting data. Recording whether or
not each volunteer uses such a zoom tool may help to properly combine classifications. Another
method for increasing the ability for volunteers to correctly identify small features is to pre-select a
region of the full landscape image that is likely to contain those features and then crop images to just
this region, in effect automatically zooming in for all volunteers. The amount of zoom that can be
achieved will ultimately be limited by the resolution of the initial image; higher-resolution images are
more likely to elicit good citizen science classifications for small things like flowers and cones than
lower-resolution ones.
As with all scientific endeavors, it is important for citizen science projects to assess the quality of
collected data and account for bias [36]. In Season Spotter, we found a tendency for volunteers to select
the right-hand image when presented paired images for one spring question, but not three autumn
questions. We were able to avoid bias in the resulting spring data by showing every set of paired
images in both orientations, and we suggest all projects showing images side by side do likewise.
Further research into the causes of perception bias in online citizen science projects would be valuable
to help guide project design to ensure high data quality [44].
Citizen science for Earth observation at large spatial scales holds promise for increasing basic
understanding of Earth’s biological and physical systems as well as advising management and policy
objectives. Season Spotter and similar online data-processing citizen science projects make it feasible to
analyze large image sets, whether they are from near-Earth sensors like phenology cameras, traditional
satellite sensors like Landsat (e.g., [45]), or specialized picosatellite sensors. The resulting data can be
used to support Earth observation for climate change research and land management both alone and
in combination with satellite remote sensing.
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5. Conclusions
Understanding the impacts of climate change on the phenology of Earth’s vegetation requires
integrating complementary methods across scales ranging from local to regional. Near-surface
phenology cameras collect data at an intermediate scale between those of field-based ground
observations and satellite imagery, and networks of such cameras established across North America,
Europe, Australia, and Japan are expanding [8]. Typically, vegetation indices are calculated from
phenology camera imagery to infer changes in leaf area and photosynthesis over the seasons.
Additional data exists in these images, but automated methods to extract them have not been
developed, and the large volume of imagery makes it prohibitive for a single team of researchers to
annotate them all by hand.
We found that citizen science was a practical solution for extracting this additional information
from phenology camera imagery. In particular, volunteers could identify showy flowers, tree cones at
a relatively close distance, and crop reproductive stages (but not grass seedheads) in landscape images.
This reproductive information is a new data source that holds potential for understanding the impacts
of climate change at broad spatial scales. Citizen scientists were also reliably able to outline individual
trees, providing data for understanding how the vegetative phenology of individuals connects to
the phenology of landscapes. And they provided information on the spring and autumn vegetation
changes in deciduous forests that we used to calculate start and end of spring and autumn transition
dates. These dates provide a biological basis for validating specific transition dates derived from
continuous vegetation indices obtained from either near-surface phenological cameras or satellite
remote sensing. Engaging citizen scientists to extract information from landscape phenology imagery
is a promising approach to develop complementary phenology data, bridge scales, and validate
vegetation indices.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/8/9/726/s1,
Table S1. Parameters used in the DBSCAN clustering algorithm; Figure S1. Season Spotter Workflows; Figure S2.
Midday image from the harvardhemlock site showing cones visible; Figure S3. Examples of images classified as
having snow; Figure S4. Examples of images classified as “bad image”; Figure S5. Estimates of start and end of
spring from Season Spotter based on image pairs one, three, and seven days apart, as well as estimates derived
from GCC values; Figure S6. Estimates of start and end of autumn color change, start and end of autumn leaf fall
and peak color from Season Spotter based on image pairs seven days apart, as well as estimates of the start and
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GCC -derived estimate.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
NDVI
EVI
MODIS
GCC
RCC
DBSCAN
GF
RMSD

normalized difference vegetation index
enhanced vegetation index
moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer
green chromatic coordinate
red chromatic coordinate
density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
goodness of fit
root-mean-square deviation
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